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Motivation

Teach data science tools such as Python and SQL to beginners with no 
previous coding experience without requiring them to install anything on 
their own computers.

Ideally, it should also be easy for instructors to setup and deliver the 
material.



Vision: 

“Our goal is to change the empirical foundation of social science, statistical 
and public agencies in the United States and transform understanding of 
how our society works. We are a fast growing university-based startup that 
has already created dozens of pilot projects, worked with over 100 
agencies—federal, state and local—and trained over 250 agency staff.”



Coleridge Initiative

Data is more abundant than ever, but the capability of government agencies 
for analyzing them has lagged behind. Challenges include:

● Lack of training among government agency staff and social scientists
● Hesitation in sharing data with others
● Insufficient data infrastructure 



Policy Research in the Modern World

The Administrative Data Research Facility (ADRF) is a FedRAMP certified, 
secure cloud-based environment designed to allow agencies to share data. 

The Applied Data Analytics Program trains agency staff in data science 
techniques to take advantage of the data that is available to them. 



Applied Data Analytics Program

Data analysis training using administrative data
● Six or ten day programs
● Aimed at government agency staff
● Provides training in modern data analysis techniques 

Themes include:
● Criminal Justice
● Welfare Programs
● High Need Populations
● And more!



Applied Data Analytics Program

Project-based training program that covers topics such as:

● Text Analysis
● Network Analysis
● Machine Learning
● Inference
● Privacy and Confidentiality



Projects

Source: https://coleridgeinitiative.org



Applied Data Analytics Program

One key hurdle: Programming skills

The program is taught using Python and SQL, but many participants have 
no prior programming experience.



Introduction to Python and SQL

Solution: Introduction to Python and SQL is provided in the four weeks 
leading up to the course as an asynchronous online course.

● Introduction to Python and Pandas
● Functions, Loops, and Visualizations
● Introduction to SQL
● Joins; Using SQL with Python 



Teaching Introductory Material

Challenges:

● Remote. We can’t troubleshoot issues on each individual computer.
● Government computers. Installing new software is NOT trivial.
● Coding beginners. Content must be approachable from the very 

beginning

How do we address these?



Jupyter Notebooks and Binder

The material needs to be easy to follow and easy to access.

To do this, we use Jupyter notebooks and Binder.

+



Jupyter Notebooks

Jupyter notebooks provide a 
user-friendly, approachable 
experience that allows us to 
combine descriptive text with 
coding examples.





Cells



Jupyter Notebooks

Jupyter notebooks allow us to describe the process and give students a way 
to run code themselves in the same document.

But just using Jupyter notebooks isn’t enough -- we want to make sure that 
there’s as little initial setup cost as possible, including with installation.



Binder

Binder takes a Git repository and builds the environment that you need to 
run all the code in the Jupyter notebooks within that repository.

Setting this up might seem daunting … but it’s NOT.



Steps for Using Binder

1. Create Jupyter notebooks with the instructional material.
2. Put Jupyter notebooks (and any associated datasets) on a GitHub 

repository.
3. Create a dependency file (e.g. requirements.yml) 
4. Go to Binder (https://mybinder.org) and fill in details.
5. Hit launch!

https://mybinder.org


Step 1: Make Jupyter Notebooks

Download and install at https://jupyter.org/install. 

Create notebooks with instructional material.

https://jupyter.org/install


Step 2: GitHub

Great if you use git from the beginning, but even if not, you can just make a 
repository from scratch and just upload all the files manually.





GitHub

Binder uses the material on GitHub, but you don’t need to know Git to use 
Binder.

For the purposes of Binder, you can treat it simply as a file storage system 
(though it is definitely useful to use the git features).





Step 3: Dependency file



Step 4: Binder

Go to https://mybinder.org. 

Fill in the information.

https://mybinder.org




Introduction to Python

GitHub link: https://github.com/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-python 

You can also link to a specific notebook: 
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-python/master?
filepath=Intro_Python_1.ipynb 

https://github.com/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-python
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-python/master?filepath=Intro_Python_1.ipynb
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-python/master?filepath=Intro_Python_1.ipynb


Introduction to SQL

SQL is a little bit more tricky, because it requires a database, but it’s doable 
as well.

https://github.com/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-sql 

https://github.com/Coleridge-Initiative/ada-intro-sql


Other Possibilities

Recall: Jupyter notebooks were designed to be compatible with many 
coding languages, as long as you have the appropriate kernel.

You can even do this with RStudio.





Remarks

Updating course material is very quick and easy.

Easy setup for both instructors and students

No saving work

Does not scale up well



Alternatives

JupyterHub with cloud server

● Much more scalable and stable
● Higher setup cost for organizers and participants

Docker Container

● Requires setup by participants
● Might have OS problems



Alternatives (cont.)

Virtual Box

● Heavyweight
● Requires setup by participants

Others

● Let me know if you have any ideas!



When to use Binder

Use Binder when …

● You have a relatively small group of students/participants.
● Saving work isn’t crucial (e.g. no project work).
● Audience is not technically advanced.
● Installation may be a barrier.
● You want to include additional interactive material.
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